BY OURSELVES

The poet John Clare's escape from Epping Forest; an epic march through hunger and madness, is an English journey to set beside A Pilgrim's Progress. Toby Jones, Iain Sinclair and a Straw Bear follow in his footsteps exactly 150 years after his death. Along the way they meet数位及多位艺术家, and the wizard Alan Moore, their progress narrated by Toby's father Freddie, a maverick actor who featured in numerous David Lynch films. Captured in lustrous black and white photography, they discover the only truth of the road; whatever our hopes and delusions, we are always By Our Selves.

"Andrew Kötting's twenty-five year idiosyncratic career has seen him become one of the most creative visionaries in contemporary cinema"
Andrew Kötting

DUAL EDITION DVD + BLU-RAY

“A fusion of drama, documentary and chance happening that explodes the creative process”
Stewart Lee

Soda Film + Art (SoFA) is an international agency that focuses on visual artists working in feature filmmaking. It operates at the nexus of film and art, and acts as a centralised bureau for development, production, sales, distribution and exhibition support. SoFA also has a collectable DVD label, with bespoke packaging that is unique to each title and artist vision, but together forms a cohesive library - and ultimately an overview of what's happening in art + film today.

www.sodafilmart.com